Introduction
============

Empathy, a crucial component of interpersonal interactions, is impaired in many psychiatric and neurological disorders ([@nsy013-B3]; [@nsy013-B48]; [@nsy013-B30]; [@nsy013-B67]). Some advocate that empathy may be facilitated through the embodied simulation or internal representation of perceived experience in others ([@nsy013-B27]; [@nsy013-B72]; [@nsy013-B7]). The discovery of mirror neurons in macaques, which fire during both action observation and execution, provided a potential neural basis for such an action-perception matching mechanism ([@nsy013-B17]; [@nsy013-B26]). Evidence suggests that a similar system exists in humans, subserved by analogous circuitry, including the ventral premotor cortex (vPMC) into inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and inferior parietal lobule (IPL; [@nsy013-B9]; [@nsy013-B59]). The posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), though not believed to contain observation-execution matching neurons, is thought to provide visual input to these two critical action simulation regions ([@nsy013-B36]; [@nsy013-B45]). Increased activity in critical frontal and parietal areas of this 'action simulation circuit' has been demonstrated during the observation and imitation of emotional expressions ([@nsy013-B7]; [@nsy013-B53]; [@nsy013-B62]), suggesting that these regions may generate a motor representation of the emotional or mental states of others. Although there is some support for the suggestion that empathy may rely on action simulation mechanisms, this remains unsettled, and is further complicated by evidence that empathy is a multidimensional construct, including cognitive and emotional facets ([@nsy013-B23]; [@nsy013-B77]).

Cognitive empathy, often used interchangeably with theory of mind ([@nsy013-B3]), refers to the capacity to adopt another individual's perspective and infer their mental or emotional state. Emotional empathy involves the ability to share and react affectively to the emotional experience of another. Though these facets undoubtedly interact, evidence from behavioural ([@nsy013-B41]), lesion ([@nsy013-B79]) and neuroimaging ([@nsy013-B6]) studies suggest they are dissociable. Neural areas typically implicated in cognitive empathy include the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), temporoparietal junction (TPJ), STS, precuneus, and sometimes the IFG and temporal poles ([@nsy013-B8]; [@nsy013-B76]). In contrast, evidence suggests that the anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex, IFG and sometimes the amygdala are involved in emotional empathy ([@nsy013-B21]; [@nsy013-B77]; [@nsy013-B34]). Given their differential impairment in different psychiatric disorders ([@nsy013-B4]), determining the relative contribution of action simulation mechanisms to these facets of empathy is of particular interest.

The action simulation circuit has been suggested to interact with more typical cognitive empathy regions via the pSTS/TPJ, rapidly providing goal-related information from perceived actions ([@nsy013-B90]; [@nsy013-B87]). Indeed, early evidence suggested that the action simulation circuit was sensitive to the intended goal of actions *vs* merely actions themselves ([@nsy013-B38]; [@nsy013-B43]). Activity in putative action simulation regions has also been observed during mental state inference tasks ([@nsy013-B52]; [@nsy013-B71]; [@nsy013-B93]). However, a conjunction analysis between a cognitive empathy animation task and an action observation task has revealed overlap in the pSTS, but not the IFG or IPL ([@nsy013-B66]). Accordingly, many functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigations of cognitive empathy fail to find significant activation in reputed critical action simulation areas ([@nsy013-B91]).

It has also been proposed that the action simulation circuit may underlie emotional empathy, influencing areas of the limbic system, such as the amygdala, via the IFG and the insula ([@nsy013-B7]). Indeed, there is some support for greater involvement of the action simulation circuit in emotional empathy. Questionnaire scores of emotional, but not cognitive, empathy have been positively correlated with IFG activation during the observation and imitation of emotional expressions ([@nsy013-B70]), white matter integrity in a tract connecting inferior frontal and temporoparietal regions ([@nsy013-B69]), and right IFG and IPL gray matter volume ([@nsy013-B10]). Further, an fMRI investigation has interpreted increased activity in the anterior PMC during emotional *vs* cognitive empathy as evidence for greater engagement of the action simulation circuit ([@nsy013-B65]).

Thus, though there is some support for a greater role of the action simulation circuit in emotional than cognitive empathy, this remains contentious. Prior studies have largely provided evidence via correlations between empathy questionnaire scores and activity in action simulation regions, which do not provide insight into online empathic responding. Evidence also comes from activation during empathy tasks in vast regions broadly accepted as being part of the action simulation circuit, rather than functionally defined regions of interest. Critically, the involvement of the action simulation circuit in cognitive *vs* emotional empathy has never been statistically compared. Accordingly, the objective of this study was to delineate the involvement of the action simulation circuit in cognitive and emotional empathy utilizing fMRI and behavioural indices. This marks the first time that functional localizers will be used to determine the correspondence between brain areas identified as having action simulation properties, and those recruited during cognitive and emotional empathy within the same sample. Our central hypothesis is that regions within the action simulation circuit critical for action-perception matching (i.e. vPMC into IFG and the IPL) will be preferentially involved in emotional *vs* cognitive empathy. Behavioural indices of emotional empathy are also expected to correlate more strongly with action simulation circuit activity than cognitive empathy performance.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Thirty-six healthy, right-handed individuals (19 females and 17 males) with a mean age of 21.5 years (range 18--26, s.d. = 2.2) took part in the experiment. All participants were in good health and had no history of psychiatric problems, neurological disease or head injury. All participants granted informed consent and were compensated for their participation. This study was approved by the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board at the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada.

fMRI tasks
----------

Participants underwent fMRI while performing four randomly presented tasks, three of which were utilized for the present investigation. Prior to scanning, participants completed a practice version of the tasks. Tasks were programmed using E-Prime ([@nsy013-B75]).

*Cognitive empathy* ([Figure 1a](#nsy013-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The False Belief Task ([@nsy013-B19]; [@nsy013-B20]) was used to localize brain regions recruited for cognitive empathy. Participants viewed false belief short stories, which described someone's false belief and their resultant actions, requiring belief inference, and false photo stories, which described outdated, or no longer true, maps or pictures. False photo and false belief stories are matched for causal structure and difficulty, and both require the representation of false content ([@nsy013-B74]). For each trial, stories were presented visually, then participants responded 'true' or 'false' via button press to a relevant statement. The task included 24 stories per condition, presented in 3 runs of 4 blocks per condition. An 18 s inter-block interval showing a fixation cross followed each block. Accuracy for the cognitive empathy task was calculated as the proportion correct of the false belief and false photo questions for each participant. Paired *t*-tests demonstrated no significant difference between false belief and false photo accuracy, confirming the conditions were matched in difficulty (false belief: *M* = 82.9%, s.d. = 14%, range 42--100%; false photo: *M* = 83.4%, s.d. = 11%, range 54--100%).

![(a) Trial structure for the False Belief Task ([@nsy013-B19]; [@nsy013-B20]), including examples of false belief and false photo conditions. (b) Trial structure for the emotional empathy task (adapted from [@nsy013-B21]), including examples of feeling and age estimation conditions. (c) Trial structure for the action simulation circuit localizer task (based on [@nsy013-B39]), including an example of the execute-image condition.](nsy013f1){#nsy013-F1}

*Emotional empathy* ([Figure 1b](#nsy013-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The emotional empathy task was based on the Multifaceted Empathy Test ([@nsy013-B21]), including only emotional empathy and control conditions. For feeling trials (emotional empathy), participants were presented with emotionally charged naturalistic social images and asked how strongly they are feeling for people in the image. A tagline explicitly stated the emotional state of the individuals in the images to minimize the need for cognitive empathy. Responses were made on a 4-point Likert scale from 'not at all' to 'very strongly' using a button box. During age estimation trials (control), the same images were presented without a tagline, and participants were asked, 'How old is this person?' Responses were made on a 4-point Likert scale from 'very young' to 'very old'. Stimuli included 36 images (18 positive and 18 negative), taken from the Multifaceted Empathy Test ([@nsy013-B22]) and the International Affective Picture System ([@nsy013-B51]). Images were presented with the relevant question and response scale. The task included the same 36 images per condition, presented in 3 runs of 4 blocks per condition. Each block began with a 4 s instruction slide indicating the condition, and each was followed by an 18 s inter-block interval. Mean feeling ratings were determined across all feeling trials for each participant (*M* = 3.06, s.d. = 0.51, range 1.94--3.97).

*Action simulation* ([Figure 1c](#nsy013-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The action simulation circuit localizer task was based on the paradigm used by [@nsy013-B39]. Participants were presented with images and videos developed by the laboratory of a hand pressing a button, and asked to observe or execute a button press in response. Videos from 24 actors (12 females and 12 males) used in the task feature left hands with either the index or middle finger pressing a button on the same button box used by participants in the scanner. Still-frames were also taken from these videos (1 image per finger from each actor), and each one included a symbolic cue ('X') to indicate the pressing finger. Task conditions included observe-image ('Just watch the image'), execute-image ('Raise and lower the finger labeled X to press the button'), observe-video ('Just watch the video') and imitate-video ('Imitate the finger movement in the video to press the button'). For each trial, an image or video was presented, followed by a fixation cross. The task included the same 48 images and 48 videos (24 index finger and 24 middle finger each) for both of the image and video conditions, presented in 3 runs of 2 blocks per condition. Each block began with a 4 s instruction screen indicating the condition and a short description (shown above), and each was followed by an 18 s inter-block interval.

MRI data acquisition
--------------------

Participants were scanned in a single session using a 3 T Siemens Prisma scanner with a 32-channel head coil at Robarts Research Institute. fMRI images were taken with a T2\*-gradient echo-planar imaging sequence \[repetition time (TR): 3000 ms; echo time (TE): 30 ms; field of view (FOV): 20 cm; 80 × 80 matrix\]. These parameters were chosen to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio for the amygdala ([@nsy013-B73]; [@nsy013-B63]) with whole-brain coverage. For functional scans, 50 contiguous slices of 2.5 × 2.5 mm in-plane with a slice thickness of 2.5 mm (2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm voxels) were obtained. At the midway point of the scanning session, after completion of the second task, a high-resolution, T1-weighted, anatomical scan was obtained with whole-brain coverage (TR: 2300 ms; TE: 2.98 ms; FOV: 25.6 cm; 256 × 240 matrix; 192 axial slices; 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels).

fMRI analysis
-------------

Analyses of fMRI data were conducted using the Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) software ([@nsy013-B13]). Prior to performing analyses, all volumes of a given task were registered to a functional volume adjacent to the anatomical scan. Within task runs, volumes and the preceding volume were also censored if the derivatives of the six generated motion parameters had a Euclidean norm greater than 2.0 mm ([@nsy013-B80]). All data were spatially smoothed using a 4 mm full width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. The time series data were normalized such that each time point within a voxel was represented as a percent change from the mean voxel intensity. For each task, regressors were created for each condition by convolving the blocked stimulus events with a gamma-variate hemodynamic response function. The blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response was fitted to each regressor to conduct linear regression modelling for each task for each participant. To account for voxel-wise correlated drifting, a baseline plus linear drift and quadratic trend were modeled to the time series of each voxel, as well. This produced a beta coefficient and *t*-statistic for each voxel at each regressor. Regression coefficients represented the percentage signal change from the mean activity. Group analyses involved transforming each participant's data into the standard space of [@nsy013-B85].

Additional regressors were made to model in-block instructions for the emotional empathy and action simulation tasks. Regressors of no interest were also created to model error-laden blocks from the action simulation task, where instructions were not followed on at least five of eight trials. A participant's data were included for a specific condition if at least four of six blocks were usable. This was not the case for six participants, due to a lack of attention paid to the instruction presented in a block or missed trials due to this in combination with the speed of the task. Accordingly, data from these participants were excluded from the action simulation task analysis, and another due to computer error. For the False Belief Task, data from one participant was excluded due to a failure to understand the task.

*t*-Tests were conducted in AFNI to investigate within-task effects. These compared the whole-brain BOLD response to false belief *vs* false photo stories, feeling *vs* age estimation questions and imitate-video *vs* execute-image conditions for action simulation. As in previous investigations (e.g. [@nsy013-B39]; [@nsy013-B47]; [@nsy013-B14]), action simulation regions were identified using a contrast of action imitation *vs* action execution in response to a symbolic cue. This contrast was implemented on the basis that action simulation areas are activated during action observation and execution, and maximally active during imitation as it involves both visual encoding of the action and execution ([@nsy013-B35]). This contrast also served to control for motor plan initiation. Whole-brain contrasts were thresholded at *P* \< 0.005 and corrected for multiple comparisons to *P* \< 0.05 (16 contiguous voxels) using AFNI's updated 3dClustSim, a spatial clustering operation with 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations on the whole brain echo-planar imaging matrix. A threshold of *P* \< 0.005 was reasoned to be sufficiently conservative given our interest in the regions of overlap identified in the conjunction analyses, and reducing Type II errors as a result ([@nsy013-B54]; [@nsy013-B55]).

Conjunction analyses were performed using the minimum statistic compared to the conjunction null ([@nsy013-B64]) to identify overlap between regions engaged during cognitive empathy (false belief \> false photo) and localized action simulation regions (imitate-video \> execute-image), and emotional empathy (feeling \> age estimation) and action simulation regions, as well as across cognitive and emotional empathy, and all three conditions. The contrasts of interest were individually thresholded at *P* \< 0.005 and corrected for multiple comparisons to *P* \< 0.05, then overlapping areas of significant activation were determined.

Paired *t*-tests with Bonferroni correction were also conducted in SPSS to examine differences in percent BOLD signal change during cognitive *vs* emotional empathy. To restrict the number of comparisons, this was only interrogated in localized action simulation clusters that incorporated traditional regions of the action simulation circuit, or mirror neuron system, including the IFG, PMC, IPL and/or pSTS ([@nsy013-B31]). Lastly, correlational analyses with Bonferroni correction were utilized to identify relationships between behavioural performance on the empathy tasks and activation within the same subset of action simulation clusters, as well as activity in regions of overlap identified using conjunction analyses between cognitive and emotional empathy, and the action simulation circuit. Data points falling ±3 s.d.s from the mean were identified as outliers and omitted from the analyses.

Results
=======

Within-task effects
-------------------

### Cognitive empathy

The contrast of false belief trials *vs* false photo trials for cognitive empathy revealed significantly greater activation in bilateral temporal pole, STS and TPJ, dorsal to ventromedial PFC, and posterior cingulate into precuneus, consistent with expectations ([Table 1](#nsy013-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#nsy013-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Table 1.Whole-brain within-task contrastsRegionL/RBA*xyzt*-ValueVoxels**Cognitive empathy**False belief \> false photo Temporal pole/STS/TPJR38/21/22/39/4054.32.1--19.29.752414 Temporal pole/STS/TPJL38/21/22/39--56.8--56.420.18.301946 mPFCL/R9/10--8.85431.46.521605 Precuneus/posterior cingulate cortexL/R7/31--1.3--59.93910.451217 Pyramis (cerebellum)L--24--74.5--38.65.7783 Subgenual cingulate cortex/caudateL25--6.34.2--7.24.8656 Middle frontal gyrus/PMCR639.11.647.73.7321 Anterior cingulate cortexL24--3.826.78.24.0117 Middle frontal gyrusR821.524.848.93.5316False photo \> false belief IPL/postcentral gyrusL40/2--56.8--36.740.2--6.24601 Dorsolateral PFCL46--41.728.230.1--5.97470 Mid/inferior temporal gyrusL20/37--59.3--41.9--15.8--7.08389 Dorsolateral PFCR4649.236.422.3--5.40321 IPL/postcentral gyrusR40/241.7--50.150.4--5.14273 Mid/inferior temporal gyrusR20/3756.8--39.2--18.7--5.39122 IFGL9--51.87.434.4--4.9164 IFGR9/4449.20.125.8--4.6050 Medial frontal gyrus/SMAR66.3--14.765.9--4.6236 Paracentral lobule/SMAL4/6--8.8--32.662.2--3.8726 Medial postcentral gyrusR2/511.4--48.569.5--4.6022 PrecuneusL7--11.4--83.343.2--3.8820 Middle frontal gyrusL10/46--36.637.6--5.3--4.2619**Emotional empathy**Feeling \> age estimation Cuneus/lingual gyrus/R cerebellumL/R17/18/1911.4--73.72.910.913025 IFG/anterior insula/temporal pole/STS/TPJL44/45/47/13/38/ 21/22/39/40--46.720.3--21.27.742346 Dorsomedial PFCL6/8/9--6.35.769.75.85717 Temporal pole/IFGR38/4739.115--18.55.31239 IFGR45/4749.234.80.54.2962 Middle frontal gyrus/PMCL6--44.2--4.2613.7646 Inferior occipital gyrusL18/19--31.6--88.5--12.63.8243 Mid-STSR2244.2--29.7--0.25.3438 Dorsomedial PFCR911.451.3344.0230 Parahippocampal gyrus/fusiform gyrusL20/36--39.1--26.2--20.94.0222 Middle frontal gyrus/PMCL6--41.74.150.54.1521 Anterior cingulate cortexR248.815.134.83.6519 Medial/superior frontal gyrusR92438.433.33.3717 Anterior cingulate cortexL32--8.812.340.14.116Age estimation \> feeling IPL/precuneusR40/39/1946.7--55.555.6--7.841853 Dorsolateral PFCR8/9/4626.56.161.5--8.031331 IPL/precuneusL40/19--36.6--77.835.3--6.18524 Mid/inferior temporal gyrusR20/3756.8--23.9--14.8--6.82378 PrecuneusL/R7/316.3--64.936--4.43268 Posterior cingulate cortexL/R313.8--39.340.1--5.9209 Superior/mid frontal gyrus/PMCL6--21.56.456.1--5.55121 Mid/inferior temporal gyrusL20/21--59.3--36.7--15.5--5.5575 Subgenual cingulate cortexL25/32--11.417.3--12.4--4.3541 Frontal poleR102462.515.5--3.9321 Inferior semilunar lobule (cerebellum)L/R--6.3--79--53.7--4.2420 Inferior temporal gyrusR3764.4--49.7--13.3--4.2320 Primary motor cortexR461.9--18.638.5--3.9918 Orbitofrontal cortex/ventromedial PFCR116.335.6--17.3--5.117**Action simulation**Imitate-video \> execute-image Mid-posterior STS/TPJ/IPL/mid-inferior temporalR22/37/19/39/4051.8--63.1--2.213.72628 gyrus/mid occipital gyrus/fusiform gyrus PMC/mid frontal gyrus/IFG/anterior insulaR6/45/47/1339.1--6.963.65.591168 Posterior STS/TPJ/IPL/mid temporal gyrus/midL22/19/39/40--54.3--53.26.76.81928 occipital gyrus/fusiform gyrus Precuneus/superior-mid occipital gyrusR7/1921.5--73.349.25.55797 Medial-superior frontal gyrus/SMAR616.4372.35.56422 Pyramis/uvula (cerebellum)L--16.4--66.6--41.16.66225 Superior-mid frontal gyrus/PMCL6--29--7.371.74.92209 Dorsolateral PFCL46--49.241.425.34.49108 Anterior insulaL13--39.119.15.14.4453 Declive (cerebellum)L--46.7--51.7--28.34.1644 Lateral mid frontal gyrusL10--44.252.312.34.0442 Culmen (cerebellum)L--29--56.7--31.64.9432 PrecuneusR726.5--49.742.33.6732 Pre/cuneusL7--18.9--80.640.64.5731 Fusiform gyrusR2041.7--20.8--26.54.4529 Lateral mid frontal gyrusR1034.143.633.64.0429 IFGL9/6--44.22.6264.2928 IFGL47/45/13--49.216.9--3.5426 IPLL40--59.3--26.338.13.9125 Medial-superior frontal gyrus/SMAL6--8.8--14.968.63.9425 Orbitofrontal gyrusR1121.525.4--20.94.1922 Superior frontal gyrusL9--34.148.539.34.0822 Superior parietal lobule/precuneusL7--16.4--73.451.94.0518Execute-image \> imitate-video CuneusL/R17/18--16.4--795.4--4.76178 Caudate/hippocampusR29--34.7--3.5--538[^1]

![Whole-brain analyses were conducted at a threshold of *P* \< 0.005, and corrected to a family-wise error rate of *P* \< 0.05. (a) The false belief \> false photo contrast revealed greater activity in areas including bilateral STS and TPJ, medial PFC, and posterior cingulate into precuneus. False photo \> false belief showed greater activity in areas including bilateral dorsolateral PFC. (b) The feeling \> age estimation contrast showed greater activity in regions including bilateral IFG, anterior insula, and temporal pole, and left posterior STS and TPJ. Age estimation \> feeling revealed greater activity in regions including right dorsolateral PFC. (c) The imitate-video \> execute-image contrast showed greater activity in areas including bilateral posterior STS into IPL, IFG and PMC, and anterior insula. Execute-image \> imitate-video showed greater activity in bilateral cuneus and right hippocampus.](nsy013f2){#nsy013-F2}

### Emotional empathy

The feeling *vs* age estimation contrast for emotional empathy showed significantly heightened activity in areas including bilateral IFG and dorsomedial PFC, as well as left PMC, anterior insula and a region extending from the temporal pole to the pSTS and TPJ.

### Action simulation

The contrast of imitate-video *vs* execute-image conditions from the action simulation circuit localizer task revealed greater activity in bilateral pSTS into IPL and mid occipital gyrus, bilateral IFG and PMC, as well as bilateral anterior insula, supplementary motor area (SMA) and precuneus.

Conjunction analyses
--------------------

### Cognitive empathy and action simulation

A conjunction of regions activated by the action simulation circuit localizer and cognitive empathy identified common activation in the right mid/posterior STS and TPJ, left pSTS and TPJ, and bilateral precuneus ([Table 2](#nsy013-T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3](#nsy013-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Table 2.Conjunction analysesRegionL/RBA*xyz*Voxels**Cognitive empathy and action simulation**Mid/posterior STS/TPJR21/22/3946.7--18.9--11.5591Posterior STS/TPJL22/39--59.3--42.84.5199PrecuneusL/R73.8--5544.718**Emotional empathy and action simulation**Posterior STS/TPJL22/39--59.3--47.7--1.3274Pre/cuneusR18/3126.5--79.210.8103Superior frontal gyrus/SMAR611.4664.327Medial frontal gyrus/SMAL/R6--1.31.158.626Mid-STSR21/2246.7--24.4--2.921IFGL47/45/13--54.319.6--6.316**Cognitive empathy and emotional empathy**Temporal pole/STS/TPJL38/21/22/39--41.710.7--39.6804Dorsomedial PFCL9--11.446.525.6272Temporal poleR3854.312.9--30.5162Mid-STSR21/2244.2--26.8--637Dorsomedial PFCR98.856.631.627**Cognitive empathy, emotional empathy, and action simulation**Posterior STS/TPJL22/39--59.3--42.84.5158Mid-STSR21/2246.7--24.4--2.921[^2]

![(a) The conjunction of cognitive empathy and the action simulation circuit revealed overlap in areas including bilateral posterior STS and TPJ, and bilateral precuneus. (b) The conjunction of emotional empathy and the action simulation circuit showed overlap in regions including right mid STS and left IFG. (c) The conjunction of cognitive empathy, emotional empathy, and the action simulation circuit showed overlap in areas including left posterior STS.](nsy013f3){#nsy013-F3}

### Emotional empathy and action simulation

A second conjunction analysis revealed brain areas that were significantly activated both during the action simulation circuit localizer and emotional empathy, including the left pSTS and TPJ, two regions in the SMA, the right mid STS and left IFG.

### Cognitive and emotional empathy

A conjunction of regions significantly activated during both cognitive empathy and emotional empathy identified areas including the left temporal pole into STS and TPJ, bilateral dorsomedial PFC, and right temporal pole and mid STS.

### Cognitive empathy, emotional empathy, and action simulation

The left pSTS and right mid STS were identified as regions activated by the action simulation circuit localizer, and both cognitive and emotional empathy.

Between-task effects
--------------------

Following examination of the whole brain data, we took an ROI approach next. Paired *t*-tests were utilized to determine whether action simulation regions were significantly more active during emotional *vs* cognitive empathy. This was done only in identified action simulation clusters that included our a priori regions of interest (the IFG, PMC, STS and/or IPL; see [Table 1](#nsy013-T1){ref-type="table"}), of which there were seven. Of these regions, paired *t*-tests revealed that activation was significantly greater during emotional *vs* cognitive empathy in two clusters in the left IFG. One of these regions was located in Brodmann area (BA) 9/6 \[*t*(34) = 3.02, corrected *P* = 0.035; [Figure 4a](#nsy013-F4){ref-type="fig"}\] and the other was in BA 47/45/13 \[*t*(34) = 3.17, corrected *P* = 0.021; [Figure 4b](#nsy013-F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Notably, none of these action simulation clusters of interest showed significantly greater activity for cognitive relative to emotional empathy.

![Mean percent BOLD signal change during cognitive empathy and emotional empathy in clusters identified using the action simulation circuit localizer task, including (a) a cluster in BA 9/6 in the left IFG and (b) a cluster in BA 47/45/13 in the left IFG. Error bars represent standard error of the mean; \*Bonferroni corrected *P* \< 0.05.](nsy013f4){#nsy013-F4}

Correlational analyses with task performance
--------------------------------------------

### Correlations with activation in action simulation regions of interest

Correlational analyses between task performance and corresponding neural activity during the corresponding task were conducted in the same seven action simulation clusters of interest (see [Table 3](#nsy013-T3){ref-type="table"}). For cognitive empathy, accuracy on the false belief questions was not significantly correlated with activation during the cognitive empathy task in any of the action simulation clusters of interest. For emotional empathy, a positive association was identified between mean feeling ratings and activation during the emotional empathy task in the cluster identified in BA 47/45/13 of the left IFG ([Figure 5a](#nsy013-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Table 3.Correlations between task performance and corresponding neural activity in significant clusters identified using the action simulation circuit localizer including a priori regions of interest (IFG, PMC, STS and/or IPL)Activation during cognitive empathy (false belief  \> false photo)Cluster 1Cluster 2Cluster 3Cluster 4Cluster 5Cluster 6Cluster 7**False belief question accuracy**0.1210.0400.063--0.018--0.0290.109--0.045Activation during emotional empathy (feeling \> age estimation)Cluster 1Cluster 2Cluster 3Cluster 4Cluster 5Cluster 6Cluster 7**Mean feeling ratings**0.2970.1290.3330.2930.1110.461[\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}0.274[^3][^4]

![Correlations between percent BOLD signal change during emotional empathy and mean feeling ratings on the emotional empathy task in (a) the cluster in BA 47/45/13 in the left IFG identified using the action simulation circuit localizer task, and (b) the region of overlap (pink) in the left IFG identified in the conjunction of emotional empathy and the action simulation circuit.](nsy013f5){#nsy013-F5}

Fisher *z*-transformation ([@nsy013-B25]) was also performed to determine whether the correlations differed significantly from one another. Within the action simulation cluster identified in BA 47/45/13 of the left IFG, there was a trend towards a stronger association between mean feeling ratings and emotional empathy activation than between cognitive empathy accuracy and activation (*z* = 1.57, *P* = 0.058 one-sided).

### Correlations with activation in regions of overlap

Correlations were also utilized to determine whether task performance was associated with activation in regions of overlap identified in the conjunction analyses. Specifically, false belief accuracy was not significantly associated with activation during cognitive empathy in any of the three identified regions recruited during both action simulation and cognitive empathy. However, mean feeling ratings were positively associated with activity during emotional empathy in the region of the left IFG (BA 47/45/13) recruited by both action simulation and emotional empathy (*r* = .437, corrected *P* = 0.048; [Figure 5b](#nsy013-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Activation in the other five areas of overlap between emotional empathy and action simulation was not associated with emotional empathy performance.

Discussion
==========

The present study uniquely utilized tasks tapping the action simulation circuit, cognitive empathy, and emotional empathy during fMRI in healthy adults, allowing for a quantitative comparison of action simulation circuit involvement in each facet of empathy. As predicted, conjunction analyses revealed common recruitment of the IFG, a region thought to be critical for action-observation matching, during both action simulation and emotional, but not cognitive, empathy. Critically, action simulation regions in the left IFG were also recruited to a greater degree during emotional *vs* cognitive empathy. Further, within the region of overlap between emotional empathy and action simulation in the left IFG, activation during the emotional empathy task was positively associated with mean feeling ratings. Thus, our results suggest that action simulation areas thought to be critical for observation-execution matching are preferentially involved in emotional empathy.

Action simulation and cognitive empathy
---------------------------------------

Consistent with expectations, action simulation regions commonly engaged during cognitive empathy included bilateral pSTS extending into the TPJ, and bilateral precuneus. Studies typically identify activation in the pSTS during both action simulation ([@nsy013-B31]) and cognitive empathy ([@nsy013-B56]; [@nsy013-B60]) tasks. It has also been suggested that this region may act as a link between these systems ([@nsy013-B90]). Notably, though the pSTS is considered part of the action simulation circuit, it is not engaged during action execution, and instead provides visual input to action-perception matching regions ([@nsy013-B36]; [@nsy013-B45]). Thus, the absence of common recruitment of the IFG, PMC or IPL demonstrated presently does not provide support for the involvement of critical action simulation regions in cognitive empathy as it is defined by false belief inference. This coincides with demonstrated overlap in bilateral STS activation from another fMRI investigation that directly compared neural activity during cognitive empathy and action simulation ([@nsy013-B66]).

Despite the lack of evidence provided here for a role for the action simulation circuit in cognitive empathy, it is important to consider that action simulation could be implicated in certain aspects of this. Specifically, prior work suggests that cognitive empathy tasks involving movement perception, emotional facial or bodily expressions and action-based intention understanding in particular may engage the action simulation circuit ([@nsy013-B43]; [@nsy013-B29]; [@nsy013-B71]; [@nsy013-B90]; [@nsy013-B76]). Indeed, transcranial magnetic stimulation over the IFG, but not control sites, has been found to disrupt recognition of deception from actions ([@nsy013-B86]), and inference of genuine amusement from videos of observed smiles ([@nsy013-B68]). Further, recent studies have demonstrated greater involvement of typical cognitive empathy brain areas when considering why an action or emotional expression is made (cognitive empathy) *vs* how it is done, which produces more activity in action simulation regions ([@nsy013-B82]; [@nsy013-B84]; [@nsy013-B81]). Future studies incorporating different varieties of cognitive empathy tasks, and patients with acquired lesions, would be beneficial in elucidating which neural regions make critical contributions to cognitive empathy across task types and stimuli.

Action simulation and emotional empathy
---------------------------------------

In the case of emotional empathy, overlap with localized action simulation areas was observed in the left pSTS, right middle STS, right precuneus/cuneus, bilateral SMA, and the left IFG. Notably, the IFG represents a critical region for observation-execution matching, based on single-cell recording in anatomically corresponding areas in the macaque brain ([@nsy013-B17]; [@nsy013-B28]), and fMRI data in humans including action perception and execution studies ([@nsy013-B9]; [@nsy013-B59]) and fMRI adaptation paradigms ([@nsy013-B46]; [@nsy013-B15]). Further, impaired imitation has been observed following transient lesions of bilateral IFG ([@nsy013-B33]), and acquired IFG lesions are associated with human action encoding deficits ([@nsy013-B24]). Although IFG activation has been reported during emotional empathy tasks ([@nsy013-B50]; [@nsy013-B77]; [@nsy013-B6]), such studies tend not to directly compare identified clusters with those activated during action simulation tasks. Similar conclusions have been drawn about the anterior PMC without comparing this region to coordinates identified in prior studies of action simulation ([@nsy013-B65]). Crucially, here we provide unique confirmation of this by demonstrating overlap in recruitment of the IFG between emotional empathy and action simulation tasks in the same sample.

Action simulation and emotional *vs* cognitive empathy
------------------------------------------------------

These results provide compelling evidence that the action simulation circuit is preferentially involved in emotional empathy, and that the IFG may be a particularly important action simulation region for emotional empathic responding. Thus, two action simulation clusters in the left IFG were recruited to a greater degree during emotional than cognitive empathy. Correlational analyses also revealed a positive association between activation during emotional empathy and mean feeling ratings on the emotional empathy task within one of these clusters in the left IFG (BA 47/45/13), supporting its functionality in emotional empathic behaviour. Further, this correlation in the left IFG was stronger than that between activity during cognitive empathy in this region and false belief accuracy. Importantly, this association was also observed within the region of the left IFG that was commonly recruited during both emotional empathy and action simulation. This marks the first time that a link has been demonstrated between emotional empathic responding and activity in an independently localized action simulation region also recruited during emotional empathy. These findings corroborate prior imaging studies demonstrating correlations between questionnaire measures of emotional empathy, and indices of IFG function ([@nsy013-B70]) and structure ([@nsy013-B10]), as well as work showing impaired emotional empathy, but intact cognitive empathy, in patients with IFG lesions ([@nsy013-B79]).

Mechanisms of action simulation in emotional empathy
----------------------------------------------------

Although our findings implicate action simulation regions in emotional empathy, it remains unclear how they are involved in its elicitation. The anterior insula has been suggested to act as a critical link between action representation in the action simulation circuit and emotion representation in the limbic system to modulate empathic experience ([@nsy013-B72]; [@nsy013-B7]; [@nsy013-B61]). The insula is situated between the IFG and regions of the limbic system, such as the amygdala, and anatomical data suggest that its dysgranular field is connected to the inferior frontal, posterior parietal, and superior temporal cortices, as well as the limbic system ([@nsy013-B1]). Further, Granger causality has suggested effective connectivity from BA 45 of the IFG to the anterior insula during the observation of emotional expressions ([@nsy013-B40]). This coincides with the present findings, as the area of the IFG commonly engaged during action simulation and emotional empathy was localized on the boundaries of BA 45 and the anterior insula. During emotional empathy, activation was also elicited in the anterior insula, and the anterior cingulate cortex of the limbic system.

This account is also particularly interesting given that humans show an unconscious drive to imitate facial expressions ([@nsy013-B18]), perhaps reflecting an overt behavioural form of emotional resonance, parallel to this more covert neural matching mechanism ([@nsy013-B40]). Indeed, stronger facial mimicry in response to emotional scenes has been linked with heightened shared emotional experience ([@nsy013-B89]), and greater emotional empathy questionnaire scores ([@nsy013-B2]). Further, a positive correlation has been shown between imitation accuracy and activation in both the insula and PMC during imitation of emotional faces, as well as between empathy scores and premotor activity during imitation ([@nsy013-B5]).

Additional regions of overlap
-----------------------------

Notably, the left pSTS and right STS were the only regions commonly recruited during action simulation, cognitive empathy, and emotional empathy. A recent meta-analysis confirms that the pSTS is commonly engaged by theory of mind, social perception, and action observation paradigms, positing that it is involved in the temporal integration of social cues and decoding basic intention from behaviour ([@nsy013-B92]). Overlap in bilateral SMA was also identified for action simulation and emotional empathy, which may reflect internal action simulation and resultant priming of associated responses ([@nsy013-B49]). Lastly, the precuneus was commonly engaged during action simulation and cognitive empathy, and action simulation and emotional empathy, which is interesting to consider based on its suggested involvement in self-other representations ([@nsy013-B88]).

Implications
------------

The present findings suggest that the action simulation circuit may be of particular interest in disorders featuring emotional empathy impairments. Interestingly, diminished spontaneous activity in action simulation regions, including the vPMC, during the observation of social hand interactions has been demonstrated in individuals with psychopathy ([@nsy013-B57]). Reduced activation in action simulation regions during motor and social tasks has also been associated with schizophrenia ([@nsy013-B58]). Nevertheless, more work is needed to establish a causal link between action simulation abnormalities and specific symptoms in these populations related to emotional empathy before action simulation regions can be considered a viable novel treatment target ([@nsy013-B37]).

Limitations and future directions
---------------------------------

It is important to note that task differences outside of the parameters of interest may have influenced our results. For example, although our empathy tasks included behavioural measures, it is possible that the difference between correlations with these indices and activation was a result of feeling ratings being a better metric of their target cognitive process than false belief accuracy, thereby complicating our interpretation. However, the spread of feeling ratings on the emotional empathy task was similar to cognitive empathy performance (see Methods for details). Notably, biological motion was featured only in the action simulation task, and thus, differences in the relative role of the IFG in emotional *vs* cognitive empathy cannot be explained by biological motion. However, whereas the emotional empathy and action simulation tasks involve pictorial biological stimuli, the False Belief Task utilizes linguistic stimuli. Nevertheless, both the cognitive and emotional empathy tasks include carefully designed conditions to control for content and isolate the target cognitive operations. Indeed, theory of mind tasks of different media forms appear sensitive to the target process, reliably activating a similar set of core neural regions (e.g. [@nsy013-B8]). A recent fMRI meta-analysis utilized overlap analyses to demonstrate that reasoning about mental states activated this core circuit irrespective of the utilized task and stimulus formats ([@nsy013-B76]). Still, there is no single gold-standard for identifying circuits involved in cognitive empathy, and the extent to which facets of empathy overlap with action simulation may vary as a function of the type of stimuli used and the aspect of cognitive empathy elicited, as mentioned ([@nsy013-B43]; [@nsy013-B71]; [@nsy013-B83]). Though there are tasks tapping cognitive and emotional empathy that are more similar in nature, we selected the False Belief Task because it is a classic test of theory of mind, and is a reliable, well-validated localizer ([@nsy013-B19]; [@nsy013-B20]). Interestingly, it has also been argued that cognitive empathy can be further divided into cognitive (inference of beliefs and intentions) and affective (inference of feelings) components ([@nsy013-B78]). However, whereas the latter construct may overlap with emotional empathy, the False Belief Task more clearly excludes affective aspects, allowing for a fine distinction between cognitive and emotional empathy components.

Similarly, we opted to use localizers to identify voxels of interest within our specific study sample, but it should also be noted that the identified regions are reflective of, and limited by, the nature of the chosen tasks. Furthermore, though critical action simulation regions were recruited during emotional empathy, we cannot confirm that the computations performed by these overlapping regions were identical across tasks. Future work should continue to examine the degree to which the target cognitive processes are elicited regardless of the stimuli used with the inclusion of clinical populations to clarify functional relevance. Lastly, despite evidence presented here and elsewhere supporting the distinguishability of cognitive and emotional empathy, it is important to note that these facets can be elicited in response to similar situations. Indeed, recent work demonstrates that cognitive and emotional empathy can flexibly interact ([@nsy013-B11]; [@nsy013-B42]). For example, increased connectivity between regions in these two circuits was found to be associated with reduced prosocial behaviour ([@nsy013-B11]). Accordingly, although the current results suggest a closer relationship between action simulation and emotional relative to cognitive empathy, these aspects of empathy likely influence one another, contributing to the behavioural expression and experience of empathy ([@nsy013-B44]; [@nsy013-B77]; [@nsy013-B12]; [@nsy013-B16]; [@nsy013-B32]).
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[^1]: *Notes*. Thresholded at *P* \< 0.005; *P* \< 0.05 corrected. Table displays region (STS, TPJ, PMC, PFC, SMA and IFG), hemisphere (L, left; R, right), BA, montreal neurological institute (MNI) coordinates (*x*, *y*, *z*), maximum neural activity for the peak of that cluster (*t*-value) and cluster size in voxels.

[^2]: *Notes*. Table displays region (STS, TPJ, PMC, PFC, SMA and IFG,), hemisphere (L, left; R, right), BA, MNI coordinates (*x*, *y*, *z*) and cluster size in voxels.

[^3]: *Notes*. Cluster 1: R mid-posterior STS/TPJ/IPL/mid-inferior temporal gyrus/mid occipital gyrus/fusiform gyrus. Cluster 2: R PMC/mid frontal gyrus/IFG/anterior insula. Cluster 3: L posterior STS/TPJ/IPL/mid temporal gyrus/mid occipital gyrus/fusiform gyrus. Cluster 4: L superior-mid frontal gyrus/PMC. Cluster 5: L IFG (BA 9/6). Cluster 6: L IFG (BA 47/45/13). Cluster 7: L IPL.

[^4]: Bonferroni corrected *P* \< 0.05.
